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As praiseworthy
The power of breathing (Epictetus)
while we sleep. Add:
to move the parts of the body
without sound
and to float
on a smooth green stream
in a silent boat
--Lorine Niedecker

1

Muscle
I composed a song out of meat and fruit.
I used other songs to make mine.
Supremely I hear a symphony (sparkly musical note stickers here!).
Some childhood rhymes: ding ding.
Miss Lucy had a steamboat.
Miss Lucy sat upon it.
She broke her big fat assssk.
Miss Mary Mack all dressed in black.
Black. Black.
My song didn’t like being a song.
No one really likes being what they are.
What, I said, not who.
Today my hobby is gluing rocks to the road.
Tomorrow my hobby is shredding a mountain of parmesan cheese.
The steamboat had a bell.
Em was in the hospital for a week.
She said she smelled like ripe fruit.
There was an abscess in her breast, which the doctor removed.
She said “it grew back, the breast tissue”.
Oooh weee imagine a body made of tissue paper flowers.
My only sunshine, last night I walked
through all the dark rooms spraying lemon scented air freshener.
I need you to know my air is clean.
And I dwell in pleasant smelling environs.
I’ve noticed a sift of white powder on everything.
The sign in the hospital bathroom: Is someone hurting you?
Report the bad doctor. Doctor, do you think I’m pretty?
Ignore the cunt doc who cries in your room.
With silver buttons down her back.
Stars come out of me in chunks of red hot iron nuclei.
There is a thick file on my body.
There’s a dead palm frond on the front lawn.
I tried to lift it but could not.
Baby can you open this jar for me.
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Rabbit
I like to twirl
a plaid mini skirt
on my finger.
It’s a very reckless thing to do
because instantly a man
will think it means something.
I like to stay home.
I like to go to places filled with women
because I am so small in places filled with men.
I can’t speak and all I can do is smile back.
I practiced stupidity for twenty years
but now I’m done: I saw myself pretending
to be stupid and the woman inside me told me
stop that. It was a thing I liked to do
because it made some men really happy
and they would pet me like a bunny
and so I had a reason for living
a reason for my body.
Sometimes I still put on my fur suit.
But then I drive under a bridge
and remember I am afraid of boys
standing on a bridge.
Metal glints in the sun
hot dip galvanizing
and you won’t see the rocks falling down
until they smash through your windshield
and explode your face. My face.
I’m sick of water sandwiches
and the water above, the water below,
thin cord of breathing room.
I try not to say too much.
What can I possibly say about myself?
I am a butcher’s apprentice.
I am ground meat.
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Dr
the doctor’s march
doctors march
the halls
wear a mask of albatross
worms and paper confettis
fall from mouths
lab coats heavy with whiteness
what is the name of that material
linen
cotton
canvas
how do they remain
so clean
some don’t bother
with antique attire
doctor in his pink cashmere sweater
doctor in her pencil skirt
and the hallway lights are always on
machines beep the corridors
someone says “get some rest”
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The Sound of Oxygen
my baby girl: I need to go.
my baby girl: same stars. look up. look up. same stars.
the patient is a pleasant female withtake a deep breath andmeds should start working inhow graceful the gliding needle, how fluid the flowing blood, how rubbered
the tourniquet, how full the filling tubes, how blue the blooming bruise, how
cotton the staunching gauze, deftly the phlebotomist pulls out the butterfly,
how dull her eyes when she says you’re all done.
dust motes in the sun.
the sun.
we believe the patient underreports her sympmy husband: I need your body here. I need your legs heavy on me. your nipple
in my mouth like a soft, spoiling strawberry.
night sweats. chills.
fetal in bed. white the walls. white cell. this hospital. oxygen mist. glue of tape and tubes.
jellyfish. rot fog. drip.

drip.

mushroom damp skin. morning nurse smells like peaches.
my baby girl: remember the macaw? fire. talons and plumage.
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Patinet
Every sickness has its own language.
Which countries have you visited?
Let’s do flash cards.
Fellow.
Rounds.
Grand rounds.
Picc: peripherally inserted central catheter.
Port: portocath.
These are different ways to enter the body.
Pee see ay: patient controlled analgesia.
I couldn’t type patient: I typed patinet.
I couldn’t type control: I typed conrol, cotrol.
Vancomycin they call it vanc.
Tobramycin they call tobra.
Cobra means something other than serpent.
Insurance. Do you have insurance.
What kind of insurance do you have.
Do you have an advanced directive?
This means allowed to die.
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Pigmentation, Saturation, Intensity, Hue
I gathered green, scarab beetle’s glint,
emerald and peridot, basil leaf
and basil scent. I loved green
and my green death: green lake,
green lake bottom: lungs clogged
with infection, the weeds and algae
of bacteria. Beautiful that dance.
Beautiful the paisley, sound of quiet
amoebic mystery, and there swimming
in the thick of it, in the green lake, mud cold
and suctioned to my feet, body sucked down
tired to the end to the school of sunfish
flickering across my thigh.
But the world now burns yellow.
The yellow swamp is inside me.
The crow’s foot, the quince, citron
and jaundice. I am lily-livered.
And looking for the spiders on my skin.
Umbrellas in the sun. Rain in the mouth.
The sun inside, the paper and magnifying glass.
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Noise
The plane unseen
above me
but heard:
is this what you meant
by impossible silence
Mr. Cage?: my sky
now sliced
a sound of aurochs
stampeding clouds:
aircraft are men,
tusked and metal,
verging on explosion:
the drone and boom
and break of light
and sound:
I’m tired of men
telling me what to do:
I’m soggy
with attempts
and temptations
to please the lover
or doctor or father
or teacher: Conrad stop
instructing me
to masturbate and smear
my insides on outsides
and talk to trees:
I’m stuck in the gates
and can’t get beyond
the backyard:
my body is the only
space I take
the only place
a poem ever occurs:
my tree wrote a memo once
I found on its skin:
its skin another barrier
axed by man:
is skin the right word
for this sealing?:
bark is more exact,
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but I swear I saw folds
and ridges and hair
I saw the tree attain birds:
long ago before
dogs came to piss
at the roots
horses sniffed and whinnied
during the time of humming
bumblebeed orange groves:
I’m telling you what runs:
hooves juice ink blood:
all quills have been pressed
the trees have been pressed
there is a tree and a cloud
in this page of paper:
maybe I’ll get better
at standing here.
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Muzyka
Can I be Balanchine’s Lidochka for a minute?
The foot muscle is the edible part of abalone.
Ear shells, sea ears, venus ears.
Iridescence the lone inner-layer
nacre sound quiver.
When I ate chapulínes I became a chapulín.
Their glistening insect legs fed my hair.
Luster, all grasshopper.
We shared a bag of cherries in Naples.
Beware the dust for it travels
to the secondary respiratory tree
and then everyone and brooms,
fish, ladles, buried under dust and dirt.
Feed me once more caviar on buttered toast.
Archeologists sift through middens,
comb jelly invades the fisheries,
I study the bones of the feet.
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Alone, June
A brown car. Not brown; rust.
A cross dangled from the rearview.
Not a cross but two wooden sticks.
On the passenger seat a leather-bound
bible. All four windows were down. Or
all four windows were shattered.
Glass shards had scattered like cicadas.
Cicada husks pocked the car floor.
A clean envelope in the back seat:
sealed and stamped. Left blank.
Once, the city was soundless.
In a nearby elementary school, the lost
and found pile multiplied. Have you ever
stuffed your mouth with cloth or cotton?
Once, a woman stood at her front door.
Her eye blinked inside the peephole.
The corridor was long, carpeted and empty.
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Conveyor Belt
Eyelids I pressed beyond
pain and pressure.
Lines came and
I ignored them.
A broken air conditioner,
muddy swallow nests
under the bridge.
I almost entered the river
but a wild dog jumped on my face.
Slipped into the waves: would have
in a bath, in a river, in a cold ocean.
Sad at the poetry reading.
We buried forks in heavy cream,
heavy sugar.
Roasted ducks and piglets
hanging in the window.
I spit a piece of chewed meat
in the cloth napkin.
I would have liked to live a single day
without a single medication.
“Situation of meat.”
When I walk down
a new street I am afraid.
So many factories: carrot,
lace, plastic, cold cuts.
Mortars fall in the orchard.
A spider falls in the drawer.
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Hosanna
Save, we pray.
Save me.
Maybe mommy.
Maybe bee stings
or royal jelly.
Maybe infatuation:
hope in high heels,
a wax, flimsy underneaths.
Maybe hamster ovary cells.
Maybe machinery.
Maybe exercise.
Maybe sex and pheromones
afterward floating
like dust motes.
Maybe atonement,
sorry heart, sorry body
swinging a chicken
around the head.
Maybe more fat, less fat,
green juice, juice cleanse,
gluten free, meat free,
dairy free, sugar free.
Honey. Herbs.
Maybe the words
of the turbaned taxi driver
speeding me along the 280:
pray to Allah, beg
forgiveness for sins.
Maybe little pink pills.
Maybe Om Nama Shivaya
in a strip mall yoga studio.
Maybe my child’s hands
digging in dirt,
maybe watching the rows
of her todays, tomorrows.
Maybe Oprah.
Maybe rage.
A better haircut.
Another cupcake.
Maybe a weekend at the beach:
kneeling to the sun, kneeling,
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kneeling, kneeling.
Maybe the bubble muscled men
in black tank tops at the corner
cupping flowers in their hands.
Maybe flowers. Fields of them.
Yarrow, chicory, blue vervain.
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Prescription
A chunk of lion’s hide tufted with hair
hangs from the neck of the ailing baby.
A child with difficulty breathing
is carried through a flock of sheep at dawn
as they leave the fold to enter the field.
The woman who wants love
balances a wasp’s nest on her head.
The woman who wants to dream of lovers
tucks three barleycorn beneath her pillow.
You who cannot love scrub bridges at night
and knit woolen socks for the banshees.
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When Mamí was a Zarzamora
mamí was black. was blue. was leaking something sour. mamí was gone. to Cuautla. to the
forest. to the battle. to the rest. had knives in her palms. lancets in her mind. was bleeding. was
dry. scratched her face. polished her nails. took deep breaths. laughed at clocks. skinned papayas.
ate the pulp. the seeds. the shining nut ears. smashed herbs in a pestle. fell down a hill. down
some more. folded herself like quiet sheets. looked for candies in her purse. wore nightgowns all
day. slept in candlelight. in dirt. in a cedarwood chest. hid in bougainvillea. wrote letters to the
dead. asked us to forget her. chased colibris. held them close. set them sucking at her veins. grew
her hair. called herself jaula. hated all dust. passed two fingers over every surface. killed
mosquitoes. sat still. sighed. sighed. said gracias. took the waters. took the pills. turned to salt. let
the locusts spend the night.
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The housewife plays irresponsible games of daring
The crack in the glass
began at the lip.
She refuses to throw it away.
Each rinse in the dishwasher
sends the fissure splintering
deeper, little dipper or vein.
Any day now it’ll collapse:
thirst and gamble. How long
until shards shatter in her hand
or hail breaks on her tongue?
She sets the table for dinner
and knows she’ll set it again
tomorrow. Fork, plate, knife.
Glass, glass, glass.
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The Brush
for Cutie
I am always naked because I’m poor.
A strand of hair escapes my braid.
It is a white bent hair.
My lover eats birthday cake with a plastic yellow fork.
My lover drags cardboard through the streets
of New York. Once we went to a bar on Broom Street.
Aprons brooms buckets. Art and love
are more important than a sheet on the bed
is what I thought when I was younger.
Not a bed an air mattress. We sleep on air.
I need the feeling of long hair loosened from its braid.
I need the sound of a washed cat shaking water from its back leg.
Everything I do is for the sake of art.
This is when I am mad.
I killed a fly that had harps for wings.
I slipped my feet into duck slippers.
My head is wrapped.
The word dick on the wall.
The cat says I will regret.
Blue organized light from the apartment windows.
Shadows make love to apartment buildings.
Ice scraped from the body of the fish
and toilet paper rolls prop the window open.
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Leonora
Her ghost left snow in the bathtub.
Her ghost came to say six hours
is not a wait. It is the pause
before the ringlets straighten
themselves out. We were busy
planning a trip to tall stick-I’m sorry too much today.
I peed in my state of mind.
I try to hold her peace.
I just ate an amazing summer.
Thanks for the meatless dreaming again!
Thanks for the bathtub.
Bathtub or bed is a good place
for tears to be a while, to experience
fresh air. I am not able to rest well.
We were up reminiscing about
warm, safe, and still relatively sane.
There is a man next to our babies
and knowledge. I saw the world
is called an institution.
Her ghost asked Are you unshowered?
Her ghost said Your secret is to feel.
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Hare
translucent rabbit
with a chemical glow
tail a cord of gold leaves
came to me on Monday night
something about its white clarity
its spine curved like a kangaroo
the moon like sunlight
on the forest path
I’m not interested in fairy tales-okay yes I am
rabbit came to me
after I studied
Leonora’s paintings
so I’ve been filling my mouth
these past days with vanilla
malted milkshakes,
bits of red corned beef,
bitter snap peas
and salted potato chips
I bite loud
make noise with my teeth
juggle the coin cup
the moon cup
I think about lips
angora and rustic deities
send me how can you over the wall
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skin and air are a sufficient noisemaker
in november i met alice
in the caves first I
sat crosslegged in the sun
for eight years watching bees
swarm their nest alice how
did you know to find
me here how to know
this is real on the
outside the cold air the
dog at my feet ears
for wings my toes dazzling
circuits but my daughter I
don’t want to leave her
alice says “no you can’t
go in and out if
you come down to the
caves you must stay here
until” a rubber band quivers
from throat bone to pubis
diaphanous spider trellis hangs from
the brown round I could
swim in it or I could
hang but no I will
not get up to dance
to the blood drum beats
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San Angel
in the garden of art
the painter’s hair
on top of her head tied in a knot
and the bones of her cheeks
blades
smile blue
some pictures in her mind
a ride
on the hungry carousel
wizard in a watermelon skirt
playing flute
a chair next to the moon
sit for a spell
crows with beaked eyes
cats in a cave
pieces falling down pieces of moon
pieces of watermelon
rip
the red styrofoam
magic flute man yes with soft paper money
a change purse’s two gold knobs
unfastened in the market
and down the block
claxons battle
a girl sells chiclets
squares of color for all the open mouths
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Rising
Morning sun is shrill
Sun mourns for lover Ixchel
warrior, whore, jaguar
who may or may not have cheated on Sun
with Sun’s brother
dragonflies sang over her for 183 days
bow to the red curandera
sweatbath and O
nocturnal doctoress
lizard drops skin and
flares aflame
today maybe I’ll try to talk
ignore the feathered serpent
take klonopin ground into pink dust
open my knees
no not like a woman like a man on the bus
and eat crushed pineapple
straight from a can
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Botulism
I take a break from studying the bubonic plague
to google botox but what I really want is a break
from aging or a break from constantly dying
or a break from time’s clip clop
because I don’t want to die old.
No, wait a second, I forgot
I don’t want to die young.
Let me live longer.
Do I really want to live longer.
There is a difference between longer
and long. It has everything
to do with beauty.
When I say I want to be beautiful
I mean sexy and when I say sexy
I mean I want my body
and/or face to cause an ancient
limbic reaction in certain men.
This is a way to live forever
for a moment. Clear skin, shining
hair—think curtain, no, think spilling
peppercorns—and the width of hips
is what tomorrow depends on.
But the truth is I’m “half
in love with easeful death.”
Let it be easy to live
or let death come and let it
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come easy. Virgil said all knots
must be undone to assist the dying.
Sometimes it helps
to think of fleas
playing ring around the rosey
with rodents, or riding rats bareback
on steamships that traipsed along
the silk road, or airshipped and released,
black rain storm, storm of dark flecks
peppering enemies. See how easy
it is to die to open your mouth
and let the black parachute in
or cough cough and your face gets caught
by droplets. Then at last the bird man
with his gown and pungents,
his glasses, his beak
and his blameless stick, comes
saying nothing but hello, goodbye,
there’s nothing to be done.
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Venipuncture
Occluded, burned, blown. These are the words for the different ways a vein dies. It looks
red. It looks blue. It’s swollen. Inflamed. It’s hot to the touch. The process of rot creates
tenderness. IV fluid is leaking out at the insertion site. Fluid is leaking from the insertion
site. The fluid is yellow. The fluid is onion milk. The fluid is clear. The fluid is bloody.
Blood is leaking out of the insertion site. There’s no blood return. The insertion site is
swollen. There’s a blue streak spreading up the arm. There’s red streaking up the arm.
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102
The air conditioner broke during a heat wave.
We slept in the living room, the coldest room in the house.
I covered my body with a wet towel and cried.
A heat you cannot leave.
He gave her a gift of mackerel and impulse roses.
He read her nipples with his fingers.
She says she wants to stuff her life with life.
She imagines a hospital gown made of leather and black lace.
“Preserve us, lord/from hair and mud and flesh.”
Ixtab is the goddess of suicide.
The waiter served us coffee and a side of fries and never came back.
Why do they call it a search party.
I can’t forget the doll facedown on the welcome mat.
Warning children crossing.
An owl in the corner of my dreams.
Laughter rocks through me like white water.
The first sip of water in the morning.
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Inkblot
the el through
the underground tunnel
tiles absorb sound
spiked high heels
I was in the throng
feeling tender for the word lonely
fold it into a tiny note
and throw it on the tracks
to my friend the optimist:
everything is erasure
the leaving train is also the coming
I unfasten myself
from night’s velvet buttons
citrus, toast, a bowl of neutral oatmeal
I take a shower because that’s what comes next
wet inkblots printed on the blanket
my seahorse
crotch
orchid
the angel of loss
my comb through strands of wet hair I drag
I sit nude on the edge of my bed
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Circus
At the breakfast table
queen of air
our combined horses were numerous
nipple in the bud vase
flags and teacups
little clown tickles
under the chin of an older woman
spark the clockwork
heels sink into grass
beasts and dominoes
bloody bones and silk
belly bent open to the clouds
at the breakfast table
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Tank
Bees hummed in my brother’s oxygen canister.
His lips were blue.
Our house grew wild with tubing and reeds.
Forest of plastic ampules.
A swimming pool.
The cannula molested his nose.
Fourth finger dipped in Vaseline, nostrils clotted and dabbed.
He ate cheeseburgers, rested.
We tried smiling.
No one ever said: we will not grasp will not gasp will not run
out of air.
Thoughts floated around our shoulders.
Our nervous knuckles.
Delivery came on Mondays.
Bob knocking at the door in his uniform, lugboots.
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Double-Lung Transplant
for my brother
What I gave him,
after he answered
the beeper call,
after he heard the word match,
after he drank the drink
to empty his bowels,
after he arrived rubberburnt
and breathing heavy, after
he was checked in wheeled in prepped,
after he held their hands
one last time,
after he slept the delicious sleep
frightening sleep of no-thought
no-dream no-feeling, nothing,
after his rib cage was sawed open,
after his lungs were pulled
out one at a time two
pieces of putrid meat,
after pristine globes
(her love shot her dead)
were placed pink inside him,
after the veins arteries skin flaps
were stitched final together,
after the new breath’s first entrance,
miracle of first last again first,
after fevers and painkillers,
hallucinations and roaches,
rejection anti-rejection,
after white compression socks
and first steps down the corridor,
what I gave him was a dumb old jar
of salsa, washed clean, still wrapped
in its charro hat and Arriba! label,
filled with slips of paper,
torn and inked with names
of those who had prayed,
above I told him, prayers reaching up
and returning to you.
I liked opening the jar,
shaking the names inside.
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Little Wants, Lions
She visits the shipping store
because the man behind the counter has keys,
pens, and cardboard boxes of different sizes.
He’s also a notary public!
President of this republic of notes
and knows how to send a package.
She steals labels, brings them home
to peel off their backings.
Today I sat on my so cal stoop.
I watched my man leave, enact his daily
man leaving. I watched the dog sniff
at a cracked snail and blamed my man’s wingtip
for bringing this morning’s jelly. Ants
ate the sticky remains clean in less than an hour.
The dog found a half peanut. She chewed and nuzzled,
licked and snuffed at the spot
long after the peanut was gone. Snout burrowed deep,
hungry muffled needling.
Is it the nut she loves or the dusty corner she found it in?
Magic peanut slot, object of her desire.
I have placed date pods in here
because I want you to know the sound
of something hard, a small round nutness,
hitting ground. The pods will fall
by your feet on the sidewalk or fall
thickly in the grass mattress.
I have been pelted with trees of the future.
And now you have too.
In line for foursquare a girl stares
at another girl’s bare feet.
She’s caught looking. “Sorry.
I don’t see feet very often at home.”
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The Angel of Loss Takes a Break in Maui
came to sit for a few days
in this sun, buzzing this particular planet
don’t ask how I got here
what matters is macadamia nuts upon arrival
the bluster of orchids around womens’ necks
ukelele plucking welcome
came to drink cold beer to spread warm coconut oil
on every surface, came for coconut flesh,
coconut water, coconut milk
toured pineapple plantations, saw the whales
frisk and breach
and for a few days I didn’t notice any losses
not the missing room keys, the waiting groom,
flame of the tiki torch whipped by wind away,
paraglider’s sandal descending
into the sea like augury
hiked Makena Alanui road
sat on La Perouse lava field
watched impossible blue water and
touched every chunk of ancient black crag
with my tongue
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The Angel of Loss Jots Notes For Cataloguing
little pillow disintegrated
doll left in a cab
the diamond stud loosed from her right ear in a mexico city disco
diamond stud/left ear returned to grandmother with apology
grandmother

grandmother

grandfather

grandfather

nine books of poetry (she left them behind)
father’s birthday present radio (she tripped on the cord)
gallbladder, mole on left jaw line, wisdom teeth, lung function
virginity/Anthony
Peppa the dalmation, Jeanie the guinea pig
trip to Galapagos (she gave up her space on the boat)
Erma & Carol
distaste for beets, eggplant, licorice
a cordless phone, a gold coin
bone density, numerous certainties
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All The Oxen Free
No one ever skulks any more,
not the necessary way
during those hide-and-seek games
in the neighborhood.
I was a tender creeper in blackthorn,
holly, and mulch.
Every day turned crepuscular,
darkened to mosquito,
gnats trapped in the gelatin of an eyelid.
Every game was capture.
Each other, fireflies.
I wanted that black squirm inside my hands,
prisoners dumped into old jelly jars,
glass bastilles, the sound of bodies colliding
against wax paper, the buzz of such furious light.
We were good and we followed directions.
Girls and boys your job is to find the air holes!
Or sit very still at the bottom inside a pocket.
I hurl myself against the blue rubber lid.
Collapse on the bathroom tile.
How close my lips to the toilet seat.
Carol remember when I got locked
in the coach bus bathroom?
Escape through the window.
Escape through the drain. There’s never enough air
in this place which is why I want my body used,
every ounce crushed into powder
the way Carvaggio prepared canvas with dust
of ground lightening bugs. In mountain years,
my entire life is but a minute. A blink.
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Plans
January seven and already I’m trying to decrease the many victims
of holy matrimony.
Two new year resolutions: so much for boredom.
There is no distinction between everyday underwear.
Every thing lives jumbled in a drawer.
The special ones are folded neatly at the bottom.
Sometimes I’m not worth getting crazy for.
You, my secret yellow note folded and slipped under the pillow for later.
My journey through thick and thin is behaving unreliably again.
You know: “how are you” and “how can I go back.”
That is unreal and we are good, some.
We are playing video games at the yacht club while real people sail away.
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Sisterhood
Brick colonial with Greek letters
announced Grade A Milk girls.
Spaghetti night, hair irons, kamikaze
shots. One subsisted on carrots.
One, monthly, waxed her crotch bare.
One wouldn't enter the bathroom
without a can of air freshener,
Apple Orchard or sometimes Rain.
One plugged herself with a tampon
whether or not she was bleeding,
fearful of the dark, what might seep out.
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The Brief
this body
is a dim
and temporary
tabernacle
a monument
to dust made of
skin cells
and particles
a slab
of wood
whittled
by switchblade
a patient sunset
pink gums
descending
to root
this body
has watched a man
masturbate
in the shower
has watched
sperm
circling down
into the drain
oh brief
burst,
oh insistent
dwindling
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Lotion
your silly love mind
makes ideas out of pink
and brown
thrashes and treads
in soapy water
there you go again
asking for certain
fingertips
eyetips
reaching for mountains
made of knuckle and lip
your fahrenheit love mind
you rub oil on every strand
of hair and on your eyebrows
and your mouth
oil from secret Moroccan caves
where femmes lounge in steam
on wooden benches
bright white linen shams
for reclining on elbows
rubbed flesh
pronounced done
a beauty sumptuous
pudding heavy cream
and something sharp
the edge of stone
they who know they are beautiful
then fed to lions and kings
happy kings and children of laughing
double chin queens
silly love mind wants
a new meat to touch
pink worm pulse
you feed you are fed
you feel
elbows and throat bones
and clutching
at all the lotion of your mind
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Petrichor
A pigeon by another name
on your plate, squab in delicate sauce,
pen nib leaks on the table cloth,
I try to hide it with napkins,
I’m embarrassed to pour a sugar packet
straight into my mouth but my veins
ask for something sweet and falling,
we stand here now, here and now
I kiss you, lick ash off your belly,
feed you toast and soft-boiled eggs,
I’m embarrassed to build a room
to kiss you in but it’s already begun,
I mean the building: pillows around
a fire, hot foot bottoms, little bricks
and jackhammers sealed in caskets,
in this room meats I’ve roasted,
a pot of stew, sugar speckled fruit jellies,
a thousand boxes we open one by one,
together here in this room a sound
of far bees, phosphenes and night light,
photographs of laughter, paper pulp
for rinsing each other clean, dirt
and broken firecrackers littered
around us, smoke and petrichor
in the breath between us
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Poland 1937
on the ground nightjars
lay eggs directly
we should have listened
old lady neighbor goes mad daily
silence from our windows
or piano
or morphine

or violin

goatsuckers
take milk
from wherever
it can be found
always in the kitchen
a meritocracy
who will get the liver
who will get the bones
bones are worth something
bowl of broth
something to gnaw on
bits tucked in linen handkerchiefs
for later
when is later? Later
is hunger is always is now
an uncle asleep on the wooden dining table
another uncle asleep beneath it
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Thievery
Thirsty in a biblical way
as in the word slake
is a brick on your ankle
How is it I still stand
on a street corner in Israel
drinking chocolate milk
from a plastic pouch
ripped jean shorts and hair in a ponytail
You just have to flick the little ripped corner
off your tongue
Could joy flood our tongue like countless waves
I love that line
it’s from a prayer book I took from shul
(having trouble writing ‘stole’)
I walked in on them
together in the synagogue’s library
she was on her knees
surrounded by holy texts
In the bible I am the scorpion woman
asleep in the red forest
dreaming of Ozick’s shawl
Was it god who wiped my rugged forehead
Was it god who threw a temper tantrum
when I said no
The drones will finally get us
The dial tone drones
if you need help hang up and dial your operator
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Outside
After gallbladder surgery
a plastic container filled
with what had been taken:
pebbles, round and black,
solid as obsidian. Stunning,
this new failing,
not the hushed
decay we brace for,
but excess of creation,
a pile of clinking bullets,
a collection of angry bits
forged in churn and burble.
In the hospital room a tv
suspended from the ceiling
was telescope to the world outside.
I hid in the sharp, bright teeth of stars,
I turned the volume up
instead of spelunking down
into the caverns of my body
with a flashlight and butterfly net.
History drawn upon the earthen walls
within would not be deciphered.
I refused to swim the arterial channels.
I would not rest on a rib and listen
to water lapping, acid’s cranky drip,
troglobite heart pumping blood,
wanting, wanting, wanting.
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No, what I wanted was to silence
the body’s breath-constant mysteries,
to exit myself,
to speckle a path with my crag,
tiny cobblestones in the park
where a couple might stroll
with their muddy sneakers,
holding hands and
talking about the weather.
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Horse, Shoe, Crab
we looked at maps
to know better the place
where blue blooded crabs spawn:
Slaughter Beach, Kitts Hummock,
Cape Henlopen, Cape May
a habitat contains one
million gram negative bacteria
something about their bodies:
flange and hinge, clotting
phenomena, but we’re nowhere
closer to knowing even though
I looked at maps today
the rib cage creaks open so
you rest in your restingrest on a bench, maybe you
listen to the sea
the birdcage is wide open
but bird doesn’t notice
today you bought the good trash bags,
the scented ones
a nurse opens glass vials
lake smooth paint smooth
no never been but saw it
on a map
time erases, plays a fading ditty
“day by day”
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a fingernail flicks the syringe
ticks away air bubbles
such an accomplished sound
a needle enters
violin through the windows
pink dab in the white
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Piano Sonata Number 14 in C-sharp Minor/Moonlight Sonata
Soundtrack to night talk
toothpaste and tooth floss talk
you cutting your toenails over the trash can talk
rubbing lotion on my winter skin talk
soundtrack to the sounds of preparing for bed
soundtrack to the silence of preparing for bed
I’m at the window pulling it open some more
I worry the neighbors will hear our night sounds
is there a group a people standing all night under our window
in our front yard in their coats for the sole purpose
of hearing our sounds
well let them hear! you said once
let them bask in our apocalypse
you pull the blankets off my body
some believe the sonata is passionate love
and some believe it is a funeral march
you tell me you like to see me ribs in the light
the light from my ribs
swim up the channel through my diaphragm
this is where you split me open
I drink the water I stand at the well
I stand at the window
I stand at the curtain I look for the moon in the moonlight
I let crack into our room
I want icicles I want fever
is this the revelation is this the resurrection
this is enough
so much enough I can forgive my body
peach on my tongue soap in my hands
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Family Studies
I made the morning an answer
the universe provides so many muesli
And I’m just wanting to all
….to fend for her outside…
to feed her lentil soup….
I’m excited to strengthen our den wall
it is just part of my heart
(and I call Stephen daddy long arms)
she is like the piece of the eye with light
soon please we’re hungry
soon the burn
thank you thank you
thank you for the burn
an ending better than Itzhak Perlman
by default endings are better
excuse the illness postponements
we have an antique engine
hanging on our days
so long to breath
go all of my life
I did, didn’t I
enjoy your lovely you
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You take a breath. You take it.
Take? Is breath not yours to have?
Does it not come from you?
Do you not make it?
Or, if it’s a verb, do you not do it?
Do you think about it, all this breath-taking?
Do you have enough oxygen?
Do you have enough breadth?
Do you feel your breadth shrinking?
Do you know sex is inspiration? Expiration?
Heavy breathing, little deaths, yes, god, yes.
Do you seek pharmacy in the speckled
green leaves of pulmonaria officinalis?
Do you believe in the Doctrine of Signature?
Do you believe in the doctrine of rotting wood?
Do you know a bite of soft bread will salve
a cough? Do you dare ride the diving bell?
Do you watch the clock?
Will you pay for air when it begins to run out?
Will you strap yourself to a tank?
Do you argue with the angels? Do you hunt
eucalyptus and mint? Do you hold honey
lozenges on your tongue? Do you imagine
your lungs as pink trees? Interstate freeways?
Do you go to the coast? Do you sit on the beach
to watch the ocean move?
Do you visit the redwoods?
Do you say their name like a friend?
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White Sheets
Good doctor entered the room to visit his patient sick thick woman with angry lips
leaving eyes he might have thought her pretty in another setting he took her wrist to
check her pulse she grabbed his hand he stiffened prepared for another death litany he
was so tired of women complaining about losing their small stupid lives but she had
nothing to bitch about today her eyes were ice cubes in iced tea clinking she couldn’t stop
laughing when she tucked him into her bed told him this is where you will stay today I
am leaving no yoga class for you tonight no chance for you to examine your insides and
women’s ass cracks tomorrow morning I will not listen to how many miles you ran last
night in soft twilight sky and how many days I have left to be living you don’t know that
I’m already dead there’s nothing you can take from me no more deep breaths or heart
beats don’t worry little boy your mother will come visit you and rub your mannish feet
but I’m leaving getting out of this place going swimming in the river with my daughter
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